Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Homes of the First Settlers
1

2

The first people to live in the United States were the Native Americans. Native means
“belonging to a place by birth.” They were the first settlers. Another way to refer to the
first settlers is as indigenous people.
Where They Lived
Native Americans lived all across the Americas. In the U.S., they lived in Alaska, Hawaii,
and the mainland. There are many tribes, or cultural groups, of Native Americans.
Different tribes lived in different parts of the country. The Plains Indians lived in the
central parts. Comanche and Arapaho lived here, too. The Cherokee and the Seminole
lived in the Southeast.

An Apache wigwam
3

4

Wattle and Daub

Homes
The different tribes had different types of homes. The home was built based on where
they lived. Also, some special homes had special purposes.
Wigwams
In the Great Lakes region, homes called wigwams were built. There were plenty of forests
in the area. The homes used a lot of wood and woven mats. They were dome or coneshaped.

Grass Houses
5 In the Southern Plains, some built grass houses. These looked like wigwams but were
made up of long prairie grass. They were much larger and taller than wigwams.
Wattle and Daub
6 Tribes that settled down for farming built these houses. They had a frame coated with
mud or clay. They were built in the Southeast. Wattle and daub homes lasted a long time.
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Cliff Dwellings
7

The Anasazi tribe built such houses. These were built in the Southwest. The houses were
made near or under cliff hangings. They climbed into the house through a ladder. When
they took the ladder away, nobody could get in from the outside. These were cleverly
built to protect the tribes.
Reservations

8

1

Today, some Native Americans live on protected land. These are called reservations. The
aim is to help protect the culture of Native Americans. Around 30% of Native Americans
live in these reservations. The rest live in regular homes.

What is the main idea of paragraph 5?
how and where grass houses were built
why grass houses were taller than wigwams
why long prairie grass was used in grass houses
how the grass houses looked like wigwams

2

According to the author, which type of house lasted a long time?
Wigwams
Wattle and daub
Grass houses

Cliff dwellings

3

Which statement summarizes the section Reservations?
Only some Native Americans do not live the way the rest of the Native Americans live.
The protected land for the Native Americans is called a reservation.
Native Americans continue to live in regular homes like the rest.
Today, some Native Americans live on protected land called reservations which help
protect the culture.
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4

5

In this selection, what are dwellings?
hangings

homes

heights

constructions

Which summarizes paragraph 1?
Native Americans were the first settlers in the United States.
A native person belongs to a place because he or she is born there.
Some first settlers are called indigenous people of a region.
Natives of a place belong to the place by birth.

6

Which statement summarizes the text?
Native tribes built different kinds of houses based on where they lived and what they
needed.
Native Americans built four types of homes using different materials.
Many tribes of Native Americans first settled in the U.S. and built different types of
homes, but now some live on protected land.
Native Americans belong to America by birth and live on protected land.

7

How does the author show that the cliff dwellings were cleverly built?
By mentioning that the Anasazi tribe built the cliff dwellings
By describing how getting in the house from outside was difficult
By stating that people used ladders to build the cliff dwellings
By explaining why the cliff dwellings were built in the Southwest

8

Why were wigwams built with wood?
The homes also used woven mats.
They were dome or cone-shaped.
There were plenty of forests in the area.
They were built in the Great Lakes region.
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Kindness
by
AG
When Zizhu came to school that day
He sat down by himself
He seemed to take up little space
In a corner, like an elf
5

Zizhu seemed lost in a fog
And yet barely awake
His eyes only looked down
I sensed his silence ache
Zizhu was quiet at lunchtime, too

10

I felt something was wrong
I could not watch him sit alone
So, I took my lunch along
Zizhu looked at me longingly
And at my pizza slice

15

I pushed the plate his way
And boy, did that feel nice
Between each hurried bite
He poured out his heart to me
I watched Zizhu’s face light up

20

As stars on a Christmas tree
“I forgot my lunch and jacket
I have not slept in days
New baby ruined my perfect life
My parents changed their ways.”
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1

Based on lines 3-4 in “Kindness,” what does like an elf mean in the poem?
Seeming festive in appearance
Seeming small in appearance
Seeming hard at work like an elf
Seeming busy while at school

2

What is a theme of the poem “Kindness”?
If a child is hungry, he cannot be kind to others.
Children understand each other better than adults understand each other.
If parents are not kind to children, children cannot express kindness.
A small act of kindness can make someone happy.

3

In “Kindness,” why does Zizhu share his feelings to the speaker?

The speaker is a good listener to everyone in class.
The speaker has been asked by a teacher to help Zizhu.
The speaker has taken his time to show care to Zizhu.
The speaker asks Zizhu to share his feelings with him.

4

Read line 5 from the second stanza of the poem “Kindness.”
Zizhu seemed lost in a fog
What is the meaning of lost in a fog as it is used in line 5?
Confused as if not seeing clearly
Lost as if in a really dark place
Hungry as if starved for days
Tired as if exercised for days
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5

Which line from the poem best shows that Zizhu starts to feel better?
Zizhu looked at me longingly
I watched Zizhu’s face light up
He seemed to take up little space
and boy, did that feel nice

6

In stanza 3, the reader can conclude that —
the speaker doesn’t know Zizhu well
Zizhu is suffering from an illness

Zizhu is not usually quiet
the speaker is Zizhu’s closest friend

7

The first stanza is important to the poem because it —
introduces the subject of the poem

reveals the speaker’s feelings
describes an experience the speaker has
identifies the problem of Zizhu

8

In stanza 4, the word longingly means —

with an idea of a promise
with sadness and hopelessness
with hunger and tiredness
with a strong wish or desire
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
The Largest Land Biome
1 A biome is a large area of Earth with similar climate, animals, and plants. There are seven land
biomes and three water biomes. The taiga or taiga forest is the largest land biome. It covers
29% of Earth’s surface. The taiga is also known as Boreal Forest. The word taiga comes from a
Russian word meaning forest.
Where in the World
2 Taiga biome is mostly located in Russia, Canada, and
parts of Alaska. In Europe, taiga forests cover
Sweden, Finland, and areas of Iceland. Northern
Japan is also included in the taiga biome.
Climate
3 The climate in the taiga is extremely cold. It has
short, moist summers for one to three months. The
dry, cold winters take up much of the year. Sunshine
is scarce even during the summer months. Because
of this, fog often hangs in the air. Snow covers the
ground for a greater part of the year.

World map showing the taiga biome
as the shaded area.

Who calls Taiga home?
4 The taiga is home to a variety of plants and animals. The cold, foggy conditions help the taiga
grow thick forests. The forests are made up of evergreen trees, such as spruce and pine.
These trees grow cones and needle-shaped leaves, which don’t fall off in the winter. The trees
keep their leaves to absorb sunlight all year long. Soaking up sunlight helps trees to make food
through photosynthesis. Moss and lichens cover most of the ground in taiga forests.
5 Some common animals of the taiga are crossbill, warbler, lynx, weasel, bear, and moose.
Animals that live in the taiga have special abilities to survive in the cold. They have large feet
to walk on the snow and thick fur to keep warm. Their color changes to match the season. The
fur is brown and orange in the summer and turns white in the winter. The change in color
keeps animals safe from predators. Some birds and animals migrate to the warm south to
avoid harsh winters. Others prepare for the winter by storing food or hibernating. Some
animals, such as bears, hibernate by going into a long, deep sleep during the winter.
Dangers to the Taiga
6 Trees and animals of the taiga face many dangers from humans, forest fires, and pests.
Humans cut down trees, which causes animals to lose their homes. Humans also cause air and
water pollution. Chemicals from factories and cars mix with the rain as it falls to the ground.
When trees absorb this rain, their roots grow weak. An occasional forest fire that happens
once in a while can be good for the taiga. Some trees grow better after the fire. If the fires
occur often, trees cannot grow back fast enough, and animals don’t get enough food to eat.
Pests are harmful insects that kill trees creating food and shelter loss for animals.
7 Protecting the Taiga
There have been efforts to protect taiga forests. Several countries have made laws to keep the
taiga alive and healthy. Communities encourage people to recycle and reuse items to reduce
the need to cut down trees.
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Taiga Forest
by
Betty Hawk

5

Beautiful taiga forest
With white mountains to evergreens
With frozen lakes to icy seas
With moss and lichen on the ground
Cold and foggy all year round

10

Beautiful taiga forest
Come, see nature in its stride
Wearing a blanket of snowy white
Behold the dazzle in the moonlight!
Oh! What a wonderful sight!

15

Beautiful taiga forest
Bear, wolf, lynx, and weasel,
Eagle, hare, elk, and crossbill
Inhabiting the frigid land,
Surviving, fighting, they keep their stand!

20

Beautiful taiga forest
Predators looking for their prey
Danger lurking not far away!
Safely go home at sundown,
To start again at the crack of dawn

Winter in Taiga Forest

Lynx

Use “The Largest Land Biome” to answer questions 1 and 2.

1

Which words from paragraph 6 help the reader know the meaning of occasional?
“once in a while”
“fast enough”
“grow better”
“food and shelter loss”
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2

How does the world map included in the article support the main idea of paragraph 2?
It shows that the taiga covers part of the Atlantic Ocean.
It illustrates that the taiga makes up most of the United States.
It shows that the taiga is located in the Northern Hemisphere.
It illustrates that the taiga lies near the equator.

Use “Taiga Forest” to answer questions 3 and 4.

3

What can the reader conclude about the poet’s ideas about the taiga?
The poet is confused about how animals survive in the cold climate of the taiga.
The poet admires the beauty of the taiga and the animals that bravely survive in the cold.
The poet thinks that if dangerous animals did not live in the taiga, it would be a great place
to live for humans.
The poet loves the snowy taiga and wants to live there to experience how animals survive
in the cold.

4

Read lines 19 and 20 from the poem.
Safely go home at sundown,
To start again at the crack of dawn
What is the meaning of these lines?
Animals return home without harm to begin a new day in the morning.
Some animals go home at night to sleep until morning.
Predators would hunt for prey again in the morning.
Some animals do not make it safely to their homes to rest for the night.
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Use “The Largest Land Biome” and “Taiga Forest” to answer questions 5 – 8.

5

With which statement would the author of the article and the poet most likely agree?
It is important to visit the taiga to appreciate its beauty.

Life continues in the cold and frosty taiga forest.
Animals and birds living in the taiga can survive on little food.
Taiga forest has a pleasant climate all year round.

6

How do the author and the poet differ in their description of the taiga?
Only the poem describes the climate conditions in the taiga.
Only the poem includes the names of animals that live in the taiga.
Only the poem shows the scenery of the taiga.
Only the poem identifies the challenges faced by the taiga.

7

Read lines 14 - 15 from the poem.
Inhabiting the frigid land,
Surviving, fighting, they keep their stand!
Which sentence from “The Largest Land Biome” suggests a similar concern about the taiga?

“Sunshine is scarce even during the summer months.”
“The trees keep their leaves to absorb sunlight all year long.”
“Some common animals of the taiga are crossbill, warbler, lynx, weasel, bear, and
moose.”
“Trees and animals of the taiga face many dangers from humans, forest fires, and pests.”

8

The poet and the author both emphasize that —
living in the taiga is not an easy task
forest fires damage trees and bushes
the taiga is the largest biome in the world
the taiga looks beautiful in the snow and fog
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Name that Cloud!
1 Feathery. Layered. Heaped.
2 These words describe the three main types of clouds. Cirrus clouds appear as feathers or hair
and are often seen in fair weather. They are high-level clouds, which means they hang very
high in the sky. Stratus clouds resemble layers of fog. Light rain is at times falling when
stratus clouds are in the sky. Cumulus clouds look like heaped cotton balls and are usually
seen on sunny days. Stratus and cumulus clouds hang close to the surface of the earth. They
are called low-level clouds. Luke Howard was the meteorologist who thought of these Latin
names for the clouds. A meteorologist is a person who studies and predicts the weather.
3 Howard was born in England in 1772. He was interested in weather and types of clouds from
an early age. He studied the weather using a barometer, a rain gauge, and a thermometer.
When he was a young man, his father arranged for him to work with a chemist. He wanted
Howard to study medicine and earn a good living. He thought watching clouds was a waste of
time. So, Howard studied chemistry for several years. He was not happy as he did not get
any time to observe clouds. But, he was patient and did not give up on his interest.
4 After Howard finished his studies, his father gave him a loan to start a chemist store. Howard
ran a successful business. He also found time to follow his interest in clouds and weather. He
joined a science club that held debates twice a month. He also attended lectures and night
classes on science topics.
5 Later, Howard became the manager of a large chemical factory. The factory was very far from
his home. The daily travel between home and work allowed him to study clouds. He made
careful notes of the shapes of clouds in the sky. Daily, he recorded his results in tables. He
also drew sketches and wrote essays on clouds. His drawings showed different types of
clouds and weather. Howard’s essays were published in journals. He changed the way people
understood weather and clouds.
6 Many other people also studied nature and weather at that time. They used words like hazy,
torn, and milky to describe types of clouds. These words did not communicate the same
meaning to everyone. Howard solved this problem by grouping clouds based on their shape
and distance from the earth. He chose the names in Latin, which was widely understood in
Europe. He named the three main types as cirrus, stratus, and cumulus. He also named four
more types of clouds.
7 Today, meteorologists describe ten types of clouds. They still use five of the original names
given by Howard. The other five names are also based on Howard’s initial list of different
types of clouds. Howard earned the title of “father of meteorology.”
8 Howard lived a happy life with his wife and eight children. He was 91 years old at the time of
his death in 1864.
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1

Which words from paragraph 2 help the reader understand the meaning of resemble?
“… look like …”
“… types of …”
“… thought of …”
“… hanging in …”

2

In paragraph 6, what is the meaning of communicate?

speak
bring
express
break

3

Which word from paragraph 5 help the reader understand the meaning of sketches?
“… types …”
“… results …”
“… shapes …”
“… drawings …”

4

Based on paragraph 7, what does original mean?
earliest
latest
complete
different
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5

The reader knows that this article is a biography because it —
explains that people beside Howard were also interested in studying clouds
states the important events in Howard’s life that made him successful
explains that Howard studied clouds for a long time and made detailed notes
states how Howard grouped and named the different types of clouds

6

Which theme is best supported by details in the article?
Achievement needs patience and hard work.
Keeping notes is a good habit.
It takes time to run a successful business.
Making a good living is important.

7

Based on the article, how does the author most likely feel about Howard?
The author is surprised that Howard worked as a chemist in a factory.
The author admires Howard for following his interest and working hard.
The author is confused by the names Howard chose for clouds.
The author thinks that Howard was a great artist and writer.

8

Based on the author’s description of Howard’s activities, the reader can infer that Howard —
had an equal interest in chemistry and clouds
failed to manage the chemist store
used a new approach to name clouds
grew up poor and had little education
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Perfect Landing
1 A cat climbs up high on a tree chasing a little mouse. The mouse gets away. The cat jumps
down from the tree onto the hard ground. Although the cat jumps down from a height, it is not
hurt. It walked off to catch another prey after making a safe landing. That is because a cat has
two amazing abilities.
Two Terrific Talents
2 First, a cat is a very swift animal. It has the ability to turn
its body quickly as it falls to the ground to land on its feet. It
can tell which way is up or down. Even a kitten as young as
three to four weeks old knows how to position its body the
right way, so it doesn’t fall on its back or side. It perfects
this skill when it is about six to seven weeks old. Second, a
cat has a very flexible backbone that curves and twists the
cat’s body so that its feet are the first to touch the ground
safely. These two abilities make the cat a truly special
animal.
Not Always Fun!
3 However, a cat can be injured or hurt in a fall if it is not
quick enough to turn its body the right way up. An older cat
or a very young kitten is more likely to get hurt because it
cannot spin its body quickly to fall on its feet. Sometimes,
an older cat can still get hurt even if it lands correctly. Old
age weakens a cat’s bones and muscles. It also decreases
the cat’s ability to turn its body quickly to avoid falling on its
back or side. Falling on the back or side could hurt the cat.
If a cat falls on its feet but limps afterward, it means it is
injured and should be seen by a vet.

A cat twists in the air.

A kitten makes a safe landing.
Safe and Unsafe Heights
4 A cat is not scared of heights. It is also naturally very curious. It climbs up tall trees and high
buildings to explore. However, distance from the ground up matters when it comes to a cat’s
chances of falling safely. A cat can have serious injuries falling from great heights. However,
there have been reports of cats landing safely after a fall from buildings as high as nine stories
up. Even more amazing is the story of a cat that fell from the 32 nd floor of a building and
survived with only minor injuries.
5 Surprisingly, falling a shorter distance can be tricky for a cat. It may break a leg or hurt its
body. This is because falling from a short distance does not give the cat enough time to
position itself to land safely.
Watch Out
6 Cat owners should take care of their cats and not let them get into dangerous situations where
they can hurt themselves.
Grade 4
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1

How does paragraph 3 support the author’s main point?
It explains that an old cat has weak bones and muscles and cannot fall down fast.
It shows that a cat can get hurt if it does not turn its body swiftly while falling.
It suggests that a vet should see the cat if it has hurt its legs badly.
It explains that kittens often get hurt because they are still learning to walk.

2

3

What prevents a cat from getting hurt when it falls or jumps from a height?
Its ability to turn its body quickly

Its ability to chase prey

Falling on its back or side

Its ability to climb tall trees

Look at the diagram below.

weak
muscles

old age

weak
bones

Which of the following correctly completes the diagram?
Why a cat should be seen by a vet right away
What makes a cat chase prey
Why a cat can’t land safely from a fall
What makes a cat a special animal

4

In paragraph 2, the author uses the phrase “curves and twists" to describe —
ways a kitten is different from an older cat
how a cat bends its backbone in a fall
ways a cat may get hurt from a fall
how a cat climbs up trees and buildings
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5

According to the article, what is the most likely reason for a week-old kitten to get hurt from a
fall?
landing on hard ground
kitten’s small feet
fall from a high building
lack of skill

6

Which section from the article describes that a cat can get hurt even if it falls from a short
distance?
The section titled “Watch Out”
The section titled “Two Terrific Talents”
The section titled “Safe and Unsafe Heights”
The section titled “Not Always Fun!”

7

Based on paragraph 2, what does flexible mean?
scratchy
stretchy
stiff
strong

8

The author wrote this article most likely to —
describe how a cat can fall from heights without getting hurt
explain that cats are special animals that can jump to great heights
describe ways young kittens are different from grown-up cats
explain why cat owners should keep their cats safe from falling
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Memories
1

The rustle of Sylvia’s dress made Meghan look up from her painting. Tiny toes
peeped through the silver sandals that were a few sizes too big. Meghan glanced
up at the tiny figure moving down the staircase. Sylvia had much of her long dress
rolled up like a pouf in her chubby hands. The purple dress had several layers of
stiff fabric. With Sylvia’s every move, the layers crunched loudly in protest. Meghan
couldn’t help but let out a thunder of laughter. The sight amused her so much.

2

Sylvia squinted her twinkling eyes and stumbled a little on the steps. She was
at once thrilled and timid. Sunlight filtering through a frosted window brushed her
dark hair and created a halo around her head. She was a purple cloud. She
descended as swiftly as lightning. The old greyish staircase shook slightly with
excitement, then held still.

3

Meghan, Sylvia, and their mom were visiting Nana at her mansion in the
country. Meghan loved to paint in her Nana’s cozy family room that looked over a
dried-up lake. Only two sad trees with their knotted branches still stood as
confidently as the rising sun. Meghan and Nana used to lie in their green shade
and enjoyed ducks swimming noisily with their young.

4

Now, Sylvia was creating her own memories. She loved to play dress-up.
Sweet Nana gave her an old trunk full of wrinkly dresses and forgotten shoes.
Sylvia was over the moon.

1

Which of the following is a simile to
show imagery?

2

Which sentence shows the author's use
of a metaphor to produce imagery?

“ducks swimming noisily”

“Sylvia was over the moon.”

“as swiftly as lightning”

“The sight amused her so much.”

“old greyish staircase”

“She was a purple cloud.”

“through a frosted window”

“She loved to play dress-up.”
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3

Which words from the story appeal to the sense of sight?
“thunder of laughter”
“crunched loudly”
“family room”
“knotted branches”

4

Which words from paragraph 2 describe how Sylvia appears on the steps?
“brushed her dark hair”
“twinkling eyes”
“then held still”
“shook slightly with excitement”

5

Read this line from the story.
“Sylvia had much of her dress rolled up like a pouf in her chubby hands.”
What does the simile in this sentence help the reader imagine?
Sylvia is excited about showing off her dress.
Sylvia does not like the dress she is wearing.
Sylvia is wearing a dress that is too big for her.
Sylvia is nervous that Meghan will make fun of her dress.

Grade 4
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The Boy Who Roamed ‘Round Rome

4

The boy loves to travel to lands far, far away
His horse is wind, gusting over land and seas
Carries him to places thousands of miles away
Across the oceans and o’er the hills

8

One day, as the boy and his horse gallop away
In search of land, they’ve never seen before
They come upon a town with seven foothills
Shiny, shallow rivers, and grassy green fields

12

6

The horse sings happily and chatters away,
“You’re in Rome. Enjoy your stay.”
“Oh, my!” cries the boy as the horse runs away,
Leaving the boy alone to roam ‘round Rome.

Which words from the poem describe the horse?
“far, far away”
“gusting over land and seas”
“loves to travel”
“o’er the hills”

7

How does the boy most likely feel at the end of the poem?
frightened
ashamed
lazy
bored
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8

Which phrase from the poem is used as a metaphor?
“thousands of miles”
“never seen before”
“horse runs away”
“his horse is wind”

9

Which line from the poem shows the poet’s use of personification?
Line 1
Line 5
Line 9
Line 12

10

Which word best describes the setting in lines 7 and 8.
pleasant
cold
humid
scorching
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Athena’s Problem
1

Athena’s best friend of four years was not talking to her. Athena had no idea
why. She tried to remember her past fights with Jake. She remembered their first
fight. Then, Jake had sulked, kept to himself, and avoided her. After a week, he
had come to talk to her, a donut in hand, as if the fight never happened

2

Athena knew this was day six of their fight. As she predicted, on the seventh
day, Jake gave her a brown bag with a chocolate donut.

3

“Your favorite,” Jake said. “What’s happening?” He gave Athena a fist bump,
took bites of his old-fashioned donut, and got on the bus with her.

4

“Are you okay?” Athena asked. “Oh, thank you for the donut.”

5

“Why wouldn’t I be?” Jake replied. “Everything is cool.” He looked out the
window, avoiding Athena’s eyes. Then, he crumpled the napkins he was holding
and started to fix them.

6

“Are you going to tell me why you were mad at me?” Athena asked the
difficult question. She had not taken her eyes off Jake for a second this morning.
Her eyes were searching for a clue to solve the puzzle that was her best friend.

7

“Everything is cool now. Why do we need to talk?” Jake looked at Athena
briefly. “You are always my best friend. You know that.”

8

“Did I do anything wrong? I want to know so I don’t do it again,” Athena said
in a sad voice. “It’s hard for me to not talk to you for a week.”

9

“Athena, trust me. Everything is cool. You know that I always fix it and talk
to you at the end, right?” Jake responded, now facing Athena. Finally, he smiled.

10

But the problem is not fixed. You do not fix it. You are not even hearing what I
am saying to you. I don’t think I want to talk to you right now, Athena thought to
herself and put her half-eaten donut in the brown bag. She did not take the
napkin Jake offered and dusted the crumbs off her face with her hands.

11

The two friends continued their bus ride. Jake talked about the new video
game he was playing these days. He laughed and barely stayed seated with
excitement about the new game. Athena did not hear a word. She couldn’t wait to
get off the yellow bus.
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1

The conversation between Jake and Athena in paragraphs 9 through 10 suggests
that Athena is—
worried about what Jake will do next.
disappointed that Jake is not fixing the problem.
ashamed of the way Jake feels about the fight.
uncertain about how she feels about the fight.

2

By the end of the story, what can the reader conclude about Jake and Athena’s
relationship?
They often say things they regret later.
They share many common interests.
They spend little to no time together.
They often fight with each other.

3

Jake’s actions while talking to Athena on the bus support the idea that he—

thinks the fight between him and Athena is over.
understands what his friend is going through.
does not care about how his friend feels.
is confused about why Athena is upset with him.

4

In paragraph 8, what is the most likely reason Athena asks the question?
She does not want to hear what Jake has to say about the fight.

She wants to make sure she understands why the fight happened.
She wants Jake to know that he is the one causing problems and not her.
She does not want to consider Jake as her best friend anymore.

Grade 4
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5

Which sentence does the author use to suggest that Athena has experienced an
important change?
Athena did not hear a word.
“It’s hard for me to not talk to you for a week.”
“Why do we need to talk?”
“Are you going to tell me why you were mad at me?”

6

Which sentence from the story shows that Jake feels uncomfortable and hides his
feelings?
It’s hard for me to not talk to you for a week.
Then, he crumpled the napkins he was holding and started to fix them.
Jake talked about the new video game he was playing these days.
He gave Athena a fist bump, took bites of his old-fashioned donut, and got on the
bus with her.

7

An important idea presented in this selection is that—
patience is required for success.
if you ignore them, problems will go away.
difficult questions are not easy to answer.
actions are more important than feelings.

8

The story is mostly about—
being generous to a friend.
being the best at something.
feeling a sense of belonging.
undergoing a difficult situation.

Grade 4
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Silence
1

Edith couldn’t believe what she had done. Moreover, she couldn’t believe
Jerome would find out about it. Now, they all were sitting in the classroom. Mr.
Pets was counting out the votes. She had asked Edith to mark each vote as she
counted them and to add it after the name of the candidate.

2

Edith knew Jerome was certain of his victory. So far, he had gotten six
votes. Sam and Lisa had gotten three votes each. It meant eleven votes were
yet to be counted.

3

Time passed as slowly as a snail, and the counting of the votes was
taking ages. Now, Jerome, Sam and Lisa had six votes each. Only five votes
remained in the ballot box. Edith had hoped they would all be Jerome’s.
Jerome’s nine friends should have voted for him. Today, one of them hadn’t.

4

At last, Jerome won class election by three votes. Edith was not completely
relieved.

5

“Let’s congratulate Jerome,” Mr. Pets said. “I think he will make a fine class
president. Now, let’s get back to algebra.”

6

Edith’s heart was an active volcano throughout class. At lunch time, she
couldn’t bear to swallow each morsel. She thought about whether or not to
come clean to Jerome. She loved him as a friend, but she had opposed his
ideas as a class president.

7

She had liked Lisa’s idea of a longer recess with active playtime. Edith had
even shared with Lisa that she agreed with her ideas. What if Lisa knows I
voted for her? What if she tells Jerome that even his best friend didn’t vote for
him? Edith brushed off the idea as ridiculous. Lisa is a great person. She would
never do that. As Edith was fighting with her thoughts, Lisa walked toward her
and sat next to her.

8

“Thanks for supporting me. It’s good to know someone else also liked my
ideas,” Lisa said, smiling weakly.

9
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10

“Thanks, Edie,” he said. “Couldn’t have done it without you.” Then, he
turned to Lisa, “Lisa, you are great. I really like how you have the best ideas.
Can I ask you for advice?”

11

“Well,” Lisa muttered. She gave Edith a curious look and decided not to say
anything. “Congratulations, Jerome. You have good friends. Yes, I am happy to
help.”

12

Edith’s cheeks were burning, and her heart was pounding. “I am glad you
like Lisa’s ideas. I am sorry, JJ. I love you, but—”

13

“You need a better hat if you are our class president,” Lisa interrupted.

14

“Yes. Lisa already has great ideas for you,” Edith said. I guess it is not
worth it to hurt his feelings. Lisa is wise, Edith decided.

1

The problem in the story is solved when—
Edith makes plans to tell Jerome the truth about the election.
Jerome asks Lisa for all her advice after the election is over.
Edith thinks Lisa is the better candidate and tells her that.
Lisa interrupts Edith before she tells Jerome about her vote.

2

What effect does the counting of the votes have on the story?
It gives Edith an opportunity to come clean to Jerome.
It helps explain why Edith feels strongly about the results.
It provides Lisa enough time to be nervous about the results.
It keeps Edith from telling Lisa she likes her ideas more

3

What is paragraph 7 mostly about?
How Edith feels about what Lisa might
do

What Jerome discovers about
Edith

Why Lisa should have won more votes

How Edith cares about being active at
recess
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4

5

Why does Lisa interrupt Edith?
She believes Edith should have voted
for her best friend Jerome.

She understands what Edith was
going to say and thinks it is not a
good idea.

She thinks that Jerome might not ask
her for advice anymore.

She wants Jerome to understand that
he needs to care about his
appearance.

What is the best summary of the story?
Jerome wins the class election in a close race. Lisa loses the election, but she still
agrees to offer Jerome advice and ideas. Edith has a hard time counting the
votes during the election.
Edith is nervous her best friend Jerome will find out she did not vote for him in
class election. Edith likes Lisa’s ideas better, and Lisa knows that. Edith is about
to tell Jerome the truth, but Lisa stops her.
Jerome thinks Edith voted for him. He has nine friends, and he gets nine votes.
He does not know that Edith’s vote went to Lisa. Jerome wins, and Lisa loses.
Edith is counting the votes in the class election. She has a rough time because
she did not vote for her best friend. She thinks about her vote for Lisa for a long
time.

6

Which phrase best describes Edith?
Thoughtless
about feelings

7

8

Curious in
general

Calm during a
difficult time

Struggling with
her feelings

What does time passed as slowly as a snail mean in paragraph 3?

Edith feels uncomfortable during the
counting of the votes as time passes
slowly.

The teacher thinks Edith could hurry
up, so she can get back to teaching.

Edith is not interested in during the
vote counting which she founds as
gross as a snail.

The candidates think Edith is taking a
long time to mark the votes.

Which detail from the passage “Silence” best shows the theme of the passage?

“I think he will make a fine class
president.”

“I really like how you have the best
ideas.”

“I guess it is not worth it to hurt his
feelings.”

“Edith had hoped they would all be
Jerome’s.”
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Let’s Talk!
1

2

3

As soon as Taisha opened the door of her room, she screamed in horror. A moment ago,
she was as happy as a lark. She hurried upstairs because she wanted to examine her birthday
presents alone in her room. She got a new book set of her favorite author from her mom and a
sparkly cap and mitts set from her dad.
She could not believe her eyes. Her books that she kept neatly arranged on her bookshelf
were scattered on the floor. It must be Natasha, she thought. She was the only one not happy
that I got such a pretty cap and mitts. She wanted these for herself. With this thought in mind,
Taisha rushed off to her older sister’s room. Natasha was not there. Taisha quickly knocked
down her pretty dolls from the shelf. That will teach her not to mess with me, she thought.
“Taisha, it’s dinner time,” called out Mrs. Edwin. Their new puppy, Sam, yelped excitedly.

4

Taisha hurried downstairs, and Sam followed her, wagging his tail. At the table, she sat
next to Natasha like she always did but completely ignored her. She was quite happy now,
waiting to see Natasha’s reaction on seeing her dolls kissing the floor.

5

After dinner, Taisha decided to play with Sam in the living room. When she finally went up
to her room, she could not believe her eyes. Not again! She thought. Her sneakers were thrown
on her bed, and her neon green laces were missing. The window was slightly ajar. She looked
out and saw her laces tangled up in the bush outside.

6

“That’s’ it,” she said, fuming, “I am going to teach her a lesson that she won’t forget.”

7

She tiptoed to Natasha’s room and quietly opened the door. Natasha was in the bathroom,
brushing her teeth. Taisha quickly grabbed her pink earmuffs and flung them out the window.
She turned around to sneak out.

8
9

Standing in the doorway were her parents. They had witnessed the whole act by Taisha.
“But you see, Natasha threw out my laces, and before that, my books,” Taisha spoke up in
her defense. Just then, Natasha stepped out from the bathroom.

10

“You messed up my dolls first!” Natasha spoke angrily.

11

“You started it. You knocked down my books first,” Taisha yelled with tears in eyes.

12

“No, I didn’t. You started it!” spoke Natasha, tears welling up in her eyes, too.

13

Mr. Edwin nodded as he understood something. Mrs. Edwin looked very alarmed.
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14

“It was Sam. He got into your room and was jumping all over,” explained Mr. Edwin. “Sam
knocked down your books, Taisha.” Sam was full of energy and frequently got into things he
shouldn’t have.

15

“You two should have talked to each other, instead of imagining the worst about each
other.” Mrs. Edwin spoke in a calm voice.

16

“There is a lesson to be learned,” said Mr. Edwin.

17

Taisha stepped forward and hugged Natasha.

18

“I am sorry.” Both sisters exclaimed at the same time, and everybody laughed.

1

What do details in paragraph 2 show about Taisha?
She finds Natasha’s books on the floor and gets upset, forgetting all about her presents.
She is unable to end the quarrel with her sister and wishes to talk to her in her room.
She worries that Natasha is jealous of her and goes to Natasha’s room to talk to her.
She thinks her sister is jealous of her and is quick to act without thinking.

2

What does paragraph 15 reveal about Mrs. Edwin’s character?
She is strict because she wants to punish Taisha and Natasha.

She is wise because she quickly understands the problem.
She suspects Taisha and Natasha had a fight because they are not talking to each other.
She wants to punish the girls because they are not taking responsibility of their actions.

3

When Taisha’s parents see her in Natasha’s room, they most likely feel—

amazed that Taisha is helping her sister
concerned about what Taisha is doing
disappointed that Taisha is not in her room
upset that Natasha is still in the bathroom
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4

Mr. Edwin’s comments about what had happened in Taisha’s room support the idea that—
Taisha looks for an excuse to blame her sister
no one in the family cares much about Sam
Sam is a young puppy that needs more training
Natasha has not done anything wrong to her sister

5

Paragraph 16 is important to the story because it shows that Mr. Edwin—

has forgiven both Taisha and Natasha for misbehaving
wants to punish Taisha and Natasha, so Taisha quickly hugs her sister

expects Taisha and Natasha to make up, so Taisha hugs her sister
would like an explanation from Taisha and Natasha about their actions

6

What effect do Sam’s actions in Taisha’s room have on the plot?
They prove to Mr. Edwin and Mrs. Edwin that Taisha is guilty.

Sam yelps and wags his tail to get Taisha’s attention at dinnertime.
They lead Taisha to stay up a little longer after dinner to play with Sam.
Taisha finds her books on the floor and blames Natasha for it.

7

Which of these events from the story causes Taisha to defend her herself?
Natasha complains to her parents about Taisha.
Taisha sees her parents standing in the doorway.
Natasha’s favorite earmuffs have gone missing.

Taisha’s parents ask her for an explanation.

8

Taisha’s main conflict is resolved when—
she learns what Sam did in her room

Natasha steps out from the bathroom

her parents tell her to apologize to her sister

she sees that her sister is crying
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